In this paper we present modern texture mapping techniques and several applications of polynomial texture mapping in cultural heritage programs. We also consider some well-known and some new methods for mathematical procedure that is involved in generation of polynomial texture maps.
Introduction to texture mapping
Texture mapping is technique in computer graphic of applying images to surfaces. This technique allows greater realism of computer generated images. During last thirty years many different algorithms for texture mapping were developed. These algorithms are also connected to other algorithms for signal filtering to reduce effects like aliasing. Some of them never had much of practical application because of hardware limitations. Most of API-s for 3D graphics implemented several methods for texture mapping, but as programming graphical card was pretty complicated and demanded detailed knowledge of specific architecture for every graphical card, not many non-standard techniques had their implementations other than those in rendering software which relay on central processing unit instead of graphical card. With coming of programmable pixel shader processors, those limitations were lifted. That allowed for software developers to implement mapping and filtering algorithms that they thought appropriate for their needs. One of standard methods for texture mapping involves simple "gluing" of image to polygon. This simply changes color of pixels at polygon to given value. As today graphical hardware allows very fast application of this method, this is widely used method. With additional filtering this method allows for decent representation of smooth surfaces (like processed marble), but rough surfaces will look flat. Because shading is done in same way to whole textured area, this creates unrealistic lightning effects, especially if lightning source is moving, and shadows on surface don't change [6] . This method with use of appropriate filters and lightning is still one of most used.
Another approach is by use of multilayer textures. One of textures is used to define color of each pixel. Other texture has purpose of defining surface to which colors are applied. Instead of using more complex surface which has to be approximated by larger number of polygons, by calculating lightning as if surface is more complex, better shadowing effects can be achieved. Second texture is used in several ways. First is that in surface texture is contained height information for each pixel. This is usually called bump mapping. Surface texture can also contain normal of each pixel, coded as RGB values. While these kinds of mapping will not allow self-shadowing, and will not affect shape of shadows, they do allow greater realism at very low hardware cost. To allow even greater realism, displacement mapping is used. Displacement mapping creates new polygons from existing polygon using displacement map. This creates very realistic surfaces, because of use of greater number of polygons. Unfortunately this also comes with much larger hardware cost [7] .
With all of these methods it is very difficult to create surface texture. In most cases these surfaces are modeled by some computer modeling software, and later converted to texture data. There were also several attempts to create some method of automatic texture building algorithms from image. Often these attempts didn't have desired effect because of complexity of task. While equipment for 3D scanning of objects does exist, it is fairly expensive and rare. Because of that some other method for creating images to realistic textures were developed. 
Polynomial texture mapping
Polynomial texture mapping is method for texture mapping that uses very realistic model for shadows changing dependent of light source position [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . This method is based on some older techniques that were working on dependency of color of texture and position of light source. One of first techniques for this is The Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function [9] . For this texture method position of observer , and position of light source , as well as wavelength of light are taken account in function , , , , which calculates intensity of light reflectance to observer. This method gives much better results than any of previously described because it allows for self-shadowing and much more realistic lightning behavior. Bidirectional texture function uses previous function and allows it to vary across surface. To reduce number of factors, wavelengths are limited to standard Red, Green and Blue values. Function of , , , , , , where and are position of particular pixel on texture space, as previous gives reflectance from light source. While this method allowed for very good results, it was very complicated to work with. To get correct results position of light source and observer camera had to be very carefully calibrated. Because of nature of procedure, very large number of values had to be sampled to give correct results, so it is difficult to build these kind of textures.
Polynomial texture maps were developed to avoid pitfalls of previous methods. First limitation that was introduced is that observer's position is fixated. As observers position during photographing is fixed, only changing factor is position of lightning. With that some effects that are tied to observer's position, like specular properties of material, are overseen but diffuse lightning and shadowing details are still kept correct. When using this kind of textures, it is presumed that during the acquisition of data all specular properties were removed, either by use of correct materials or polarized light.
For generation of polynomial texture maps several solutions are invented. On field often used is simple cupola made of wire. By fixing camera on top of cupola and positioning proper light source in adequate number of positions on cupola, after capturing large number of images, polynomial texture map can be generated. In laboratory conditions several institutions have made cupola of non-reflective materials. On those cupolas light sources are mounted on regular intervals, and opening for camera is positioned on top. Some research facilities even developed apparatus for gathering of forensic data, and are being tested for field use.
Initial collection of images is followed by calculations of polynomial coefficients that are done for each color of each pixel in images. After calculation we can determine color of each pixel by application of formulas
where , define position of pixel in local texture coordinate space, and , define projections of normalized light vector. After initial polynomial fitting coefficients , , are stored, and only upper formulas are used. This allows for great speed of calculation, and great practical use of this type of texturing. Here should be mentioned that after fitting some values are mellowed, so for example some shadow that were extremely hard shall be little mellower. However this does not have effect of spatial blurring, but only on light reflecting. As it is often that light reflectance for each color behaves similarly, previous calculation can be generalized as:
where is luminescence at point and , , color factors. This type of storing takes half less space for storage, and number of calculations done while displaying texture are reduced to one third, but asks for larger initial calculation. One of additional ways to reduce used space for storage of texture is to use scale and bias Ω. With use of this factor instead of storing 6 integers with 32 or 64 bites of data for coefficients, we reduce them to 8 bit integer, and later reconstruct value as • Ω , where scale and bias are assigned on level of whole texture. • 1
Standard approach to considering the system is the least-squares solution using Singular Value
Decomposition [1] , [15] . Previous system can be written in the following vector form Λ • . If the system Λ • has a solution, general method for solving it is presented in papers [11] , [12] . If the number of rows is 6 and if the rank of matrix Λ is 6, then the matrix Λ is invertible and Λ • . In other cases 6 or 6 the general solution can be determined in form Λ •
where Λ is the general {1}-inverse determined in the Rohde's general form [11] , [12] :
where , and are arbitrary matrices of corresponding dimensions and and are regular such that:
where is identity matrix. If the system Λ • has no solution, then we can look for pseudosolutions in the form Λ • , see [13] , [15] . In practice, the {1}-inverse Λ is chosen as the Moore--Penrose pseudoinverse Λ by which we obtain standard the least-squares solution Λ • (see Section "What kind of answer is Λ • ?" in the Chapter 2 of the book [13] ).
Application of polynomial texture mapping
Polynomial texture mapping is considerably young technology, but it has already found many applications. Like most of its predecessors it has found some applications in gaming industry and image rendering software. By use of polynomial texture mapping objects that were very complex, with use of many vertices can be represented by much simpler shape. One of development's that allowed this technology are programmable shader processors that are now common in graphic cards.
Another application that was found for this type of texture mapping is in two-dimensional graphics. While ordinary images can contain much information about object that is photographed, polynomial texture mapping allows further contrast enchantments. This technology has already been applied on some institutes to preserve digital copy of significant works of art, or historical artifacts [8] . As user have good approximation of surface behavior under different light, many details that were previously inaccessible are now preserved. On old paintings by use of low light can be observed painters brush stroke. On direct light observers can see work of art, in conditions that are not allowed in most galleries.
With old tablets or imprints change of light can enhance contrast of some details [5] , [13] . This was already recognized by some governments and studies of application of polynomial texture mapping in crime forensic science are in progress. Currently it has shown great progress and further applications may be available in future.
While lightning manipulation of flat surfaces allows much better understanding of cultural heritage, another application is available. By calculating direction in which light reflectance is at maximum, normal of each pixel can be calculated as is shown in following inequality [4] 
This allows for forming of three dimensional model of observed object. While this method is very similar to computer vision method photometric stereo, it does not need specular properties of material to be well determined, and allows much more freedom with objects that consist of several materials. Here should also be mentioned that three dimensional models created by this method are even more precise that those done by laser measuring. 
Conclusion
In this paper is presented basis for one process of digitalization of cultural heritage such as small archaeological digs, frescos, paintings, etc. Presented polynomial texture mapping is mathematically analyzed with one new method for solving linear systems. In further research it will be analyzed several different forms of generalized {1}-inverse of matrix Λ in order to study the various accurate and approximate solutions [14] , [15] . At the end, let us emphasize that described method for generation of polynomial texture maps can be realized with very simple hardware, and with very little investment, which could significantly contribute digitalization of cultural treasure.
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